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There are no user serviceable parts within the Clubman intercom system.

Do not open or tamper with the amplifier or headsets.
 
Speakers.
Carefully fit so the speaker is opposite the ear canal. The Velcro on the speakers usually
adheres to the helmet lining, if not sew/ adhere the supplied loop Velcro to the helmet
lining.
 
Microphone – Full Face.
Fix the microphone in position on the chin guard of the helmet. The microphone MUST
be no more than 1cm from your lips.
 
Microphone - Open Face.
Shape the microphone arm base to the contour of your helmet, take great care to ensure
that there is no gap between the microphone arm base and the helmet. Wipe the
microphone arm base with a damp cloth to remove any dust, also make sure that the
helmet is clean. Fasten the microphone arm base in position on the helmet using the
adhesive pad provided. The microphone MUST be no more than 1cm from your lips.
Make sure that the driver's microphone is fitted to the left side of the helmet and the co-
driver's to the right hand side. [Visa versa for left hand drive vehicles].
 
All headsets – Important.
The white clips on the cable should be fastened to the side of the helmet to alleviate
strain to the headset cables. If not used then premature failure of the headset will occur.
 
Amplifier Unit.
Fasten the amplifier either by cable ties around the side fixing tabs, or drill and bolt the
tabs at the side of the amplifier. You must not drill holes into the amplifers main
box.Connect the Red wire to +12v. Connect the Black wire to battery negative. It is
recommended that BOTH the red and black wires are connected to the battery terminals
and that the wires are not run with other cables. You MUST fit a fuse in the positive lead
immediately after the positive terminal (rated at 2 Amp maximum). The amplifier must
only be used on negative earthed cars. The volume dial on the Left also turns the power
ON and the LED light will illuminate.
 
Audio Input/ Output.
The 3.5mm socket on the back of the amplifier can be connected to an external Audio
playing device or voice recorder.
 
 
 
 
 




